SEARCH ENGINE
OPTIMIZATION (SEO)

INCREASE VISIBILITY, EXPOSURE AND SALES
Search Engine Optimization (SEO) falls under the Search Engine Marketing (SEM) umbrella. SEO is the organic half of SEM, while
PPC is the pay to play counterpart. SEO is a process that ties your website content, your business goals, and your target market
together. It is a constantly growing process that explores how your customers experience your company on the Internet. Through
key strategies, SEO takes your company voice and creates calls to action and content campaigns to convert new visitors to your
website (or social media profiles) into paying customers. At webFEAT Complete, our SEO team takes this a step further.
It can’t be denied: we love data. We constantly research new trends in content marketing, new tools for keyword research, new
channels to reach your audience in an effective way, new platforms to streamline your social media posting, and everything in
between. Call us nerdy, but we believe without a doubt that proven success comes from proven results.
*We’re also experienced with new site launches and migrations. If you’re experiencing ranking issues following a new site launch,
or want to ensure that your new site launch goes smoothly and does not let prior ranking improvements go to waste, we can help.

OUTRANK THE COMPETITION
Ranking on the first page of the Google search results is the goal
to end all goals for SEO, because it generally leads to a spike in
website traffic, leads and sales. The first step to getting there is a
well-planned and smart strategy. We take the time to analyze your
competition, your goals, and your audience. From there, we make
continuous efforts to help you gain ranking momentum, get your
company where it deserves to be, and help it

INCREASE MARKETING ROI
A good investment is one that sees a return. Our complete
SEO solutions deliver you measurable ROI through: gaining
leads, converting sales, and growing your market visibility
and reach. Your website should work for you, and the SEO
Team at webFEAT Complete is here to help make that
happen.

INCREASE SALES

INCREASE RELEVANT LEADS & PROSPECTS

As our campaigns continue, we check in with its effectiveness by
using our analytics tools to identify traffic boosts, time spent on
the website, form completions, and many other factors. We know
how to adjust our efforts to ensure that we see consistent growth
and progress. Our overall goal: convert your website into a hub for
users that perform Google searches relevant to the products,
services and topics you discuss on your website, and then convert
those users into new customers.

When you decide to partner with webFEAT Complete to
implement SEO strategies, we discuss your overall business
goals and the topics that relate most to your company. We
then create a game plan that mixes right blend of keywords,
quality content, relevant topics, and appropriate channels in a
way that will boost your reach within your target market(s).
We look to make you appear in intent-based searches to bring
qualified, prospective clients to your website, where you have
the opportunity to connect with them.

